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recommendations 160
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television use
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treats
edible 97–98, 104–05
non-edible 97–98
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twenty-four hour dietary recall 108
limitations 111
procedure 108–11
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waist circumference measurement 24–26, 71
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risk values 24–25
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measurement 26
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parental involvement 147
programmes 147
to school 145–46
WATCH IT programme 39
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diet 171–74
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issues 175
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progression 173, 174
see also early feeding
websites see internet
weighing see weight measurement
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weight gain
child-adult progression 161
and obesity assessment 33
rate of 12
weight-height relationships 26–31
children 26
see also body mass index (BMI)
weight loss, rates 44–45
weight loss targets
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issues 43
recommendations 44, 45–46
weight management
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effects on 87
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parental attitudes 50–51, 56, 57
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schools 179
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sustainability 126, 161–67
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